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AUTUMN SKIN TIP
There are several different benefits for particularly Please DO NOT use an abrasive exfoliation
exfoliating our skin in Autumn.
product with coarse beads or a scrub. These
The summer sun may have left its mark on our skin, products harm your skin and break down your
skin's natural protective barrier which we need to
and a gentle exfoliation regimen may help
seal in moisture & protect from damage.
to fade hyperpigmentation.
Our DMK Micro Peel product is a
UV light also decreases the skin’s natural
gentle non-abrasive exfoliant that
desquamation process, so we might end up with a
works to lift & clear away debris and
little more dead skin built up than is ideal.
dead cell material quickly & easily.
Summer also brings hot & humid weather and an
Micro Peel helps to rebalance,
increase in sebum production, between the sweat,
refresh and smooth the skin for a
dead skin and the oil, we might find our skin is a little
fresh glowing complexion.
more congested than we’d like, especially when we
are wearing masks.
Recommended for most skin types, Micro Peel
helps to revise and refresh dull, coarse or
In Winter, it is especially important that our skin be
wrinkled skin.
open to hydrating and healing ingredients, and a layer
Transform your skin from dull to beautifully
of dead skin can prevent skincare from absorbing
glowing!
and working effectively.
GUT HEALTH PRODUCTS
“All health begins in the gut”- Hippocrates
Did you know that healing your gut is the key to better
health, clearer skin and a brighter mind?
It doesn’t matter how good your diet is or how much
exercise you do, if your digestive system isn’t working
properly you can’t be healthy and you won't feel great!
Built upon a philosophy of cleanse, restore and maintain
the Digestive Tune-Up* tablet system is a three-step
process that cleanses, soothes, and repairs the
gastrointestinal system: removing unwanted and
unhealthy organisms, calming existing irritations and
aiding in sustainable long-term digestive health.

Offering FREE consultations to chat about our
Regul8 Digestive Tune-Up System.
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TEETH WHITENING
TREATMENT

You will not experience any tooth sensitivity
or pain as our whitening gels are peroxide free
and our LED light technology makes the
process safer, easier and faster than any other
whitening system available.

Express Single treatment $99 whiten by 6-8 shades
Deluxe Double treatment $179 whiten by 8-12 shades
BOOK IN & GET A BRIGHTER SMILE TODAY!

CLIENT
TESTIMONIALS
Amazing work girls.
The DMK products you use are amazing and
also your service.
Keep up the awesome work :)
*****
Today was my first facial at Amour in Horsham,
& what a lovely calming experience!!
I had the Deluxe DMK Signature facial by Erin & it was an hour of absolute luxury!
Thank you SO much Erin!
I’ll certainly be making it a regular occurrence!

*****

Ash and the team at Amour provide an amazing,
professional service! When it comes to skincare,
Ash is passionate, has comprehensive knowledge,
and can tailor recommendations to your skin and
circumstances. Thanks Amour team!

NEW PURELY LASHES GROWTH SERUM

Have you always wanted thick long lashes or
have you been considering ditching your lash
extensions and opting for the more natural look?
Well, our NEW Purely Lashes Growth Serum is
your answer.
With daily application in just 4 -12 weeks you will
experience longer, healthier and darker natural
lashes or brows. In fact you will be so happy with
your natural lashes you'll never look back.
Purely Lashes has a low irritant formulation so if
you have used other products in the past and
suffered from eye irritation - then this product is
for you. It is also all nasties free, made in
Australia and ONLY $79.
It also comes in a Mascara for $49
and a Rescue Oil for after a Lash Lift or just for
nourishing your lashes for $69

Come in and purchase Purely
Lashes to start
your journey to long Lashes and
thick Brows today.
Love From
The Amour Team xx
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